Tuning The Epidemic Lab to Historical Epidemics
In this section, we tune the Epidemic Lab Model to simulate various historical epidemics.

Date

Name

Location

Mortality

1347-1351

The Black Death

London

30% - 60%

1720-1723

Great Plague of Marseille

France

25% - 50%

1957-1958

Asian Flu

US

.03%

2019-2020

COVID-19

US

.05% est.

The Black Death 1347-1351
The Black Death, also known as the Pestilence and the Plague,[a] was the most fatal pandemic recorded in human
history, resulting in the deaths of up to 75–200 million[1][2][3][4][5][6] people in Eurasia and North Africa,[7] peaking in
Europe from 1347 to 1351. Plague, the disease caused by the bacterium Yersinia pestis, was the cause;[8] Y. pestis
infection most commonly results in bubonic plague, but can cause septicaemic or pneumonic plagues.[9]
The Black Death was the second plague pandemic recorded, after the Plague of Justinian (542–546).[10] The plague
created religious, social, and economic upheavals, with profound effects on the course of European history.
The Black Death most likely originated in Central Asia or East Asia,[11][12][13][14][15] from where it travelled along the
Silk Road, reaching Crimea by 1347. From there, it was most likely carried by fleas living on the black rats that travelled
on Genoese merchant ships, spreading throughout the Mediterranean Basin and reaching Africa, Western Asia, and the rest
of Europe via Constantinople, Sicily, and the Italian Peninsula. Current evidence indicates that once it came onshore, the
Black Death was in large part spread by human fleas – which cause pneumonic plague – and the person-to-person contact
via aerosols which pneumonic plague enables, thus explaining the very fast inland spread of the epidemic, which was
faster than would be expected if the primary vector was rat fleas causing bubonic plague.[16]
The Black Death was the second disaster affecting Europe during the Late Middle Ages (the first one being the Great
Famine)[17] and is estimated to have killed 30% to 60% of Europe's population.[18] In total, the plague may have
reduced the world population from an estimated 475 million to 350–375 million in the 14th century.[19] There were
further outbreaks throughout the Late Middle Ages, and with other contributing factors[b] it took until 1500 for the
European population to regain the levels of 1300 (Crisis of the Late Middle Ages).[20] Outbreaks of the plague recurred at
various locations around the world until the early 19th century.
Source: Wikipedia
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Black Death
To model a high Mortality Rate, set the Transfer-Forward Fractions high, so that at each stage, most
people move to the next stage while few heal and join Immune. To model a long-lasting epidemic,
lower the Viral Heat and also lower the Duration for Infected.
You can experiment with the sliders to see these effects.
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Black Death - Detail
If we remove (un-check) Susceptible, Immune and Deceased from the chart, the chart re-scales so we
can see Exposed, Infected and Bedridden more clearly.
Here we see how lowering the Duration for Infected, prolongs the epidemic. Namely, Infected move
more quickly to Bedridden, lowering their numbers and their ability to Infect Susceptible.
We tune the model by experimenting with the model properties, until both the structure and the
behavior seem reasonable. This model appears on line, as Model E.
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The Great Plague of Marseille 1720-1723
The Great Plague of Marseille was the last major outbreak of bubonic plague in western Europe.
Arriving in Marseille, France in 1720, the disease killed a total of 100,000 people: 50,000 in the city
during the next two years and another 50,000 to the north in surrounding provinces and towns.[1]
While economic activity took only a few years to recover, as trade expanded to the West Indies and
Latin America, it was not until 1765 that the population returned to its pre-1720 level.

Quarantine system
The Sanitation Board established a three-tiered control and quarantine system. Members of the board
inspected all incoming ships and gave them one of three "bills of health". The “bill of health” then
determined the level of access to the city by the ship and its cargo.
If crew were believed subject to a possibility of plague, they were sent to the more isolated quarantine
site, which was built on an island off the coast of the Marseille harbour. The crew and passengers were
required to wait there for 50 to 60 days to see if they developed any sign of plague.[5]
[When] the disease broke out in the city. Hospitals were quickly overwhelmed, and residents
panicked, driving the sick from their homes and out of the city. Mass graves were dug but were
quickly filled. Eventually the number of dead overcame city public health efforts, until thousands of
corpses lay scattered and in piles around the city.
During a two-year period, 50,000 of Marseille's total population of 90,000 died. Estimates indicate an
overall death rate of between 25%-50% for the population in the larger area, with the city of Marseille
at 40%, the area of Toulon at above 50%, and the area of Aix and Arles at 25%.
Source: Wikipedia

The overall mortality rate and duration for this epidemic approximates that for the Black Plague. We
can use the same approximate settings.
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The Asian Flu 1957-1958
The 1957–1958 influenza pandemic, also known as Asian flu, was a global pandemic of influenza A
virus subtype H2N2 which originated in Guizhou, China and killed at least 2 million people
worldwide.[1]
The strain of virus that caused the pandemic, influenza A virus subtype H2N2, was a recombination of
avian influenza (probably from geese) and human influenza viruses.[2][3] As it was a novel strain of
the virus, there was minimal immunity in the population.[2][4]
The first cases were reported in Guizhou in late 1956[2] or February 1957,[5][6][7] and were reported
in the neighboring province of Yunnan before the end of February.[8] On 17 April, The Times reported
that "an influenza epidemic has affected thousands of Hong Kong residents".[4] By the end of the
same month, Singapore also experienced an outbreak of the new flu, which peaked in mid-May with
680 deaths.[9] In Taiwan, 100,000 were affected by mid-May and India suffered a million cases by
June. In late June, the pandemic reached the United Kingdom.[4]
By June 1957 it reached the United States, where it initially caused few infections.[3] Some of the
first affected were United States Navy personnel at destroyers docked at Newport Naval Station, as
well as new military recruits elsewhere.[10] The first wave peaked in October (among children who
returned to school) and the second wave, in January and February 1958 among elderly people, which
was more fatal.[3][11] The Public Health Service released the virus cultures to vaccine manufacturers
on 12 May 1957, and a vaccine entered trials at Fort Ord on 26 July and Lowry Air Force Base on 29
July.[10] The number of deaths peaked the week ending 17 October with 600 reported in England and
Wales. The vaccine was available in the same month in the United Kingdom.[4] Although it was
available initially only in limited quantities,[11][4] its rapid deployment helped contain the pandemic.
[3]
H2N2 influenza virus continued to circulate until 1968, when it transformed via antigenic shift into
influenza A virus subtype H3N2, the cause of the 1968 influenza pandemic.[3][12]

Mortality estimates
The case fatality rate of Asian flu was approximately 0.67%.[13] About 70,000[2][12] to 116,000
people died in the United States [out of some 175 million].[16] It caused many infections in children,
spreading in schools and leading to many school closures, but was rarely fatal in children. The virus
was most deadly in pregnant women, the elderly, and those with pre-existing heart and lung disease.
Source: Wikipedia
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The Asian Flu 1957-1958
We can match the Mortality Rate by adjusting all the Transfer-Forward Fractions. We can also match
the duration of the epidemic by adjusting the Viral Heat.
Here, we have all the durations at three weeks, indicting people stay in a stage for 21 days. We can run
some experiments to see how these durations effect the simulation.
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The Asian Flu 1957-1958 – With Longer Exposed Duration
Here, we double the Exposed Duration from 21 days to 42 days, corresponding to people taking twice
as long to develop symptoms and move from Exposed to to Infected. This has little effect on mortality;
it has a substantial effect on the overall duration of the epidemic. Since Exposed appears between
Susceptible and Infected, lengthening its duration puts delay in the positive feedback conversion loop.
The tuning process proceeds by experimentation. We seek reasonable structural parameters that also
generate reasonable behavior. In the process, we can come to gain a deeper appreciation for the
relationship between the structure of the model and its behavior..
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The Asian Flu 1957-1958 – With Shorter Infected Duration
Here, we reduce the Infected Duration from 21 days to 14 days. This corresponds to people moving
more quickly through the Infected stage. As Infected falls, we get lower conversion.
We can also see similar effects from implementing a treatment strategy, that accelerates the movement
of people directly from Infected to Immune.
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The Asian Flu 1957-1958 – With Treatment
In this run, we administer a treatment to move Infected directly to Immune.
The decrease in Infected puts the conversion of Susceptible on hold. If we stop the medication, Infected
rebuilds and continues converting Susceptible.
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The Asian Flu 1957-1958 – With Treatment – Detail
Here, we un-check Susceptible and Immune so we can examine the behavior of Exposed and Infected.
We can see how medication quickly reduces Infected. This stops conversion of Susceptible to Exposed
and stops the Epidemic. When we end Treatment three months later, Infected re-engages the positive
conversion feedback loop and the epidemic continues.
Epidemic has the intention of infecting and ultimately immunizing the population. We may also confer
immunity with vaccine, as we see next.
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The Asian Flu 1957-1958 – With Vaccine
In this run, we administer a vaccine about a year after the epidemic takes hold. We can see the late-incycle vaccine strategy has little effect since few Susceptible remain. The vaccine does have an effect on
those few, as we can see by the dimples in the Susceptible and Immune curves.
We cannot implement a vaccination strategy at the beginning of the flu season since it takes about a
year to develop the vaccine. Vaccines typically appears at the natural end of the flu cycle, at the correct
point to take credit for ending it.
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The Asian Flu 1957-1958 – With Treatment and Vaccine
Here, we administer a treatment for Infected early in the cycle and then also administer a vaccine about
a year after the epidemic takes hold. This combination substantially reduces the Mortality Rate.
We can see how the treatment reduces Infected so they cannot convert Susceptible to Exposed. This
freezes the conversion cycle. Then, when the vaccine appears, it moves Susceptible directly to Immune.
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COVID-19 2019 SARS-CoV-2, the virus that causes COVID-19.
At this point, we have some actual data, to help tune the model.
From International Journal of Infectious Diseases https://www.ijidonline.com/article/S12019712(20)30123-5/fulltext we have (1) the Incubation Period around 5 days, from the onset of
symptoms to hospitalization and (2) in the early stages, the epidemic doubles in size every 7.4 days.
From Science Direct https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1201971220301235 we have
the case fatality rate of the currently reported cases in China is less than 4%, which implies that so far,
this novel coronavirus does not seem to cause the high fatality rates previously observed for SARSCoV and MERS-CoV, 10% and 37%, respectively.
From Biospace https://www.biospace.com/article/comparison-2003-sars-pandemic-vs-2020-covid-19pandemic/ we have:
There are seven variants of coronavirus known to infect humans. SARS and COVID-19 are the most
closely-related versions. Four are common and are relatively benign: 229E, NL63, OC43 and NKU1.
The remaining three, however, have wreaked global havoc. MERS-CoV, causes Middle East
Respiratory Syndrome (MERS). SARS-CoV causes SARS. SARS-CoV-2 causes COVID-19. These
three can infect animals, evolve and re-infect humans, becoming a new virus.
SARS’ symptoms typically began with a high fever and dry cough, followed by shortness of breath and
diarrhea. Severe cases often progressed rapidly to pneumonia, requiring hospitalization and often
intensive care.
COVID-19 symptoms are similar. They typically feature fever, cough and shortness of breath. Severe
cases include respiratory distress that may require hospitalization and the use of ventilators.
The SARS pandemic was short-lived. Only eight months separated the first reported case (November
2002) to the end of the crisis in July 2003.
No one can accurately project the duration of the COVID-19 pandemic. That largely depends upon the
success of social distancing. So far, two thirds of U.S. states have mandatory stay-at-home orders in
place. Others are enacting them and many are extending existing orders’ duration. Virginia’s justenacted order is one of the longest. It will be in place through June 10.
Sweden has, by design, a relatively laissez-faire approach, implementing only voluntary social
distancing. As such, it provides information about the natural course of the epidemic, without
complications from interventions.
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The daily Swedish Death Rate per Million (with smoothing) indicates peaking in late April – early
May. Sweden does not have to re-open business so we might not expect to see a “double hump.” We
can see total deaths so far at around 300 deaths per million. If we make an estimate that at the mid-way
point we might have around 50% of deaths, we can extrapolate the final Total at somewhere around
600 per million or around 0.6 percent.
By comparison, per Wikipedia https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mortality_rate the US has a normal
mortality rate of around 8.3 out of 1000 or about 0.8 percent.
If we assume that COVID-19 mostly effects people who would normally die, we might then estimate
the incremental death rate at about half of 0.6 percent or about 0.3 percent.
So we have :
Incubation delay (Duration from Infected to Bedridden) ~ 7.5 days.
Fatalities per Bedridden ~ 4%
Total Death Percapita ~ 0.3 %
From this data, we can experiment with the Epidemic Model to come up with some parameter settings
that fit behavior of the epidemic.
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COVID-19 Epidemic Simulation
This set of parameters generates a simulation with 0.32 mortality rate.
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COVID-19 Epidemic Simulation
showing detail for Infected, Bedridden and Deceased
At this point, we have the COVID model in tune. As additional data appears, we can make finer
adjustments. Even without additional data, we can experiment with the settings to learn which
parameters have high sensitivity and make a difference.
This model appears on-line as MODEL C.
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